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Abstract. We examined the initial excited state before photoinduced phase transition in 
a charge transfer complex (EDO-TTF)2PF6 and revealed the conversion process to the 
photoinduced phase and the electronic coherence at the excited state.  

1 Introduction 

Strongly correlated systems exhibit a wide variety of phases such as Mott insulator, charge density 
wave insulator, ferromagnetic metal, superconductor due to strong electron-electron interaction [1]. 
Organic charge transfer (CT) complexes consisting of -electron molecules are essentially strongly 
correlated systems because the Coulomb interactions between onsite/offsite electrons are comparable 
to the transfer energy between constituent molecules [2, 3]. In addition, the structures of CT 
complexes are soft and flexible because the molecules are bound to each other by relatively weak 
cohesive forces; thus, CT complexes easily undergo phase transition by weak external stimuli. 
Photoirradiation is one of the ways to induce the phase transition in this type of materials and the 
phenomenon is called photoinduced phase transition (PIPT). By PIPT, macroscopic physical 
properties can be changed quickly and cooperatively, so that the mechanism has been attracting the 
attention of many researchers. However, the PIPT process is so fast that it is difficult to see the states 
before emergence of photoinduced phase. In this paper, we studied the earliest stage of PIPT in a 
quasi-one-dimensional (1D) CT complex, (EDO-TTF)2PF2, using an intensive 10-fs pulse, and 
revealed how the photoinduced phase is created from the initial excited state.  

2 Experimental 

A 10-fs pulse was generated using a gas-filled hollow glass fiber and three types of chirped mirrors 
from a 120-fs output pulse of a Ti:sapphire chirped pulse amplifier [4]. The inner diameter of the 
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fiber was 200 m and the two atmospheres of Krypton gas were used for the nonlinear medium. The 
energy of the compressed pulse was ~50 J/pulse operating at 1 kHz. 

 3 Results and discussion 

(EDO-TTF)2PF6 is known to show gigantic reflectivity change more than 100% immediately after 
photoexcitation of a CT band in the (0110) charge order insulator phase [5], where the numbers in 
the parenthesis represent the sequence of charge on a donor molecule in a 1D column. The 
photoinduced state at around 100 fs was assigned to the (1010) photoinduced original phase by 
measuring the transient reflectivity spectrum ranging from 18 m to 590 nm using a 120-fs pulse [6]. 
Afterward, the photoinduced phase was found to turn to the charge melting (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5) 
metallic phase with time constant of 94 ps by time-resolved infrared vibrational spectroscopy [7]. To 
observe the earliest stage of this PIPT process, we measured the reflectivity change (R/R) after 
photoexcitation of the CT band using the 10-fs pulse. Figure 1(a) shows the static reflectivity spectra 
of the sample at 25 K and the 10-fs pulse. The peak centered at 1.4 eV in the sample spectrum is 
assigned to the CT band from (0110) to (0200). We used the whole spectrum of the 10-fs pulse for 
the pump and probe pulses, and the reflected probe pulse was selected using an interference filter in 
front of the photo-detector. Figure 1(b) shows the temporal profile of R/R selecting the hatched 
region in Figure 1(a). The R/R gradually increases after quick rise accompanied with intensity 
oscillation. Intriguingly, there is some signal in the negative delay region down to -50 fs. First, we 
analysed the positive part of this profile using the model that the initial exited state is converted 
exponentially into the photoinduced phase, and obtained the time constant of 40 fs. The simulated 
curve using this model is shown as the purple line in Figure 1(b). The red and blue lines represent 
temporal variation of the initial state and the photoinduced phase, respectively. This delayed 
emergence of the photoinduced phase indicates that the PIPT requires a lead time to create the 
photoinduced phase after photoexcitation. This lead time is already predicted as the delay of charge 
exchange by the theoretical model calculation in our previous study [6], and the strong electron-
lattice interaction in this sample causes this lead time. 

     We next analysed the residual part between the observed data and the simulation shown as green 
line in Figure 1(b). Since the cross-correlation of the pump and probe pulses is ~16 fs, the signal is 
obviously observed in the negative delay time region. This type of negative delay signal is 
sometimes seen at around zero delay in the ultrafast pump-probe measurement and is attributed to 
the third-order nonlinear optical process [8,9]. In the negative delay region, the probe pulse excites 
the sample first, and then the delayed pump pulse creates the transient grating during the electronic 
coherence induced by the probe pulse persists. By this transient grating, a part of the pump pulse is 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Spectra of (EDO-TTF)2PF6 (black line) and 10-fs pulse (red line). (b) Temporal profile of 
reflectivity change (black dots) and simulated curves (purple, blue and  red lines). The green line is the 
redisual between the observed data and the simulated curve. 
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diffracted to the detector facing the probe pulse. Thus, the lifetime of the negative delay signal 
corresponds to the electronic coherence time at the excited state. Based on this model, we 
reproduced the negative delay signal using an exponential decay function and a trigonometric 
function expressing oscillation shown in Figure 2(a), and the values of 24 fs and 38.5 THz were 
obtained for the decay lifetime and the frequency of oscillation, respectively. As mentioned above, 
the 24-fs decay time corresponds to the electronic coherence time of the excited state, and judging 
from the wavenumber, the oscillation of 38.5 THz = 1280 cm-1 is attributed to the coherent phonon 
of intra-molecular vibration. In conclusion, the initial excited state is prepared on the basis of 
Franck-Condon principle followed by the electronic coherence of this state decays with the lifetime 
of 24 fs accompanied with coherent phonon of intra-molecular vibration, and then the photoinduced 
phase emerges over 40 fs cooperatively. The photoinduced state relaxes over a few picoseconds 
accompanied with coherent phonon of inter-molecular vibration (not shown here). Figure 2(b) shows 
the summary of the earliest dynamics of PIPT in (EDO-TTF)2PF6. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Analysis of the redidual part in the negative delay region (the delay time is inverse) . (b) Summary 
of the earliest dynamics of photoinduced phase transition in (EDO-TTF)2PF6. 
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